DNA fingerprinting and the substantive law.
The ability to analyse human DNA has the potential to revolutionize legal proceedings--both civil and criminal--especially those which turn on biological or genetic evidence. Examining the positive and negative aspects of DNA fingerprinting, it would appear that the benefits certainly outweigh any disadvantages. In paternity determinations, DNA fingerprinting renders otiose many of the controversial concerns, particularly regarding the determination of legal probability, providing as it does unequivocal evidence of blood relationship. Furthermore, in criminal law, its value is well-documented. The relevant legislation is already in place, therefore no further legislation is required to enable South African law enforcement agencies to make use of the DNA test. The apparently high cost may, however, frustrate its general application to the civil law but with the assistance of the state and law societies, the envisaged problem could be alleviated. To date no other forensic tests rival the accuracy of the DNA test.